Abstract

It is well known that the adoption of an appropriate construction methodology is critical to quality outcomes for bored piles (drilled shafts). Many case studies have been published documenting quality issues that have arisen due to a range of causes involving ground conditions, ground support, drilling and cleaning techniques, groundwater, concrete properties and concreting methods, amongst other things. Despite the body of published information, pile defects remain common in practice.

The presenter has over 20 years’ experience in the Australian piling industry and has participated in many hundreds of projects involving bored piles in design, construction, testing, and independent expert roles. It is the presenter's experience that many defects are caused by conditions or practices that are known to be problematic, but that are often not recognised or addressed at the time of the works. The presenter will draw upon his own construction experience, published case studies and guidelines, and observations from independent pile testing and review activities, across the Australian piling industry.

The intent of the presentation is to provide a consolidated review of typical industry practices and to highlight key areas in which construction quality can be enhanced.
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